Introduction
Two-dimensional superconductivity (2DSC) has been studied for a long time. Early experimental demonstrations of 2DSC were performed in the late 1980s. First examples of superconductivity in ultrathin systems with few-monolayer thicknesses were quench-condensed films of Bi and Pb deposited on glazed alumina substrates coated with amorphous Ge [1] . In these systems, disorder-and magnetic-fielddriven superconductor-insulator transitions (SITs) were intensively discussed in terms of quantum phase transition [2] . Thereafter, physics of 2DSC has been developed through the huge movement of high critical temperature (T c ) superconductors, which have layered quasi two-dimensional structures [3] and rise of the electric-field-induced 2DSC using ionic liquids [4, 5] . Great technical improvement of crystal growth has made it possible to fabricate various kinds of atomically clean 2D electron systems, leading to realization of thinner 2DSCs e.g. LaAlO 3 /SrTiO 3 [6] [7] [8] , Ga/GaN [9, 10] , FeSe/SrTiO 3 [11] , metal-doped graphenes [12, 13] and chalcogenide compounds [14, 15] . In these two-dimensional 'crystalline' superconductors, deeper insight into quantum phase transition has been suggested, such as intermediate Bose metal state [14] and quantum Griffiths singularity [8, 10] . These studies opened up a way to approach to bosonic systems: nonsuperfluid liquid of Cooper pairs or vortex glass phase. Because Bose-Einstein condensation has recently received much attention with lots of experiments reporting Bose superfluidity in optical lattices of alkali atoms [16, 17] , it is a big challenge to establish bosonic ground states in condensed matter.
Another blanch of 2D crystalline superconductors is metallic overlayers on semiconductor surfaces. In particular, so-called metal-adsorbed surface reconstructions promise the single or double atomic layer 2DSC owing to their good wettability. In/Si(1 1 1) and Pb/Si(1 1 1) systems are the first examples of atomically thinned 2DSCs [18] [19] [20] . Thallium (Tl) layers on Si(1 1 1) seem to be promising systems because glasssupported Tl films with tens nm thickness show superconductivity at 2.4 K [21] . Adsorption of Tl, the heaviest Group III metal, onto Si(1 1 1) has already been found to present a set of fascinating phenomena. In particular, deposition of Tl submonolayers onto the Si(1 1 1) × 7 7 template results in formation of the ordered arrays of magic clusters [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] [28] . Due to a variable valency, one or three, Tl induces the × 3 3 reconstruction Superconductivity in thallium double atomic layer and transition into an insulating phase intermediated by a quantum metal state [29, 30] like other Group III metals, but it induces also the × 3 1 reconstruction [29, 31] akin to that typical for alkali metals. In addition, one monolayer of Tl forms a specific × 1 1 reconstruction [23, 29, 32 , 33] having a structure of a pseudomorphic layer where Tl atoms occupy every T 4 sites atop a bulk-truncated Si(1 1 1) surface [34] [35] [36] . The × 1 1-Tl reconstruction has recently attracted a great attention due to a giant Rashba-type spin-splitting of its surface bands [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] . Further deposition of Tl onto the × 1 1-Tl leads to the formation of the 'soft' Tl double layer region showing a × 6 6 periodicity [32, 44] . However, its atomic arrangement and electronic properties still remain unknown and no one has performed epitaxial growth of the double layer in wafer scale with good reproducibility. Such well-defined double atomic layer film is ideal stage to investigate intrinsic two-dimensional transport phenomena. Note that stable double-layer structures are seldom and non-typical for metals on Si(1 1 1). Besides Tl/Si(1 1 1), the other known example is the so-called quasi-rectangular rec-× 7 3-In phase on Si(1 1 1) surface with double In overlayer. [45] [46] [47] . Recent discovery of superconductivity in the latter phase [18] [19] [20] gives a promise for finding the same in the Tl doublelayer film. An additional promise for Tl layers stems also from the found superconductivity in the monatomiclayer Tl compound with Pb on Si(1 1 1) [48] .
In the present paper, we report on the first experimental demonstration of superconductivity in the Tl double layer on Si (1 1 1) . First, we present a comprehensive structural analysis. We observed that the entire surface of substrate is covered by epitaxial 'soft' Tl metal overlayer showing a × 6 6 periodicity, by depositing the second monolayer of Tl on Si(1 1 1) × 1 1-Tl (the first layer of Tl) surface at ambient temperature. In situ electron diffraction and photoemission measurements indicated that the Tl double layer is easily destroyed by excess Tl atoms deposition, which induces condensation into three-dimensional island structures. Angle-resolved photoemission spectroscopy revealed that this metastable bilayer is metallic, that is distinct from the pristine Tl monolayer, an insulating × 1 1-Tl phase. Detection of superconductivity was done by in situ four-point probe (4PP) electric resistance measurements in ultrahigh vacuum (UHV), showing a transition temper ature of 0.96 K. By applying perpendicular magn etic field, we found a superconductor-insulator trans ition, accompanied with an intermediate metallic state. This is a quantum-metallic state called 'Bose metal' in which Cooper pairs do not have global coherency. This complicated phase transition originates from the interplay among quenched disorder, thermal and phase fluctuations, as proposed in the long history of 2DSC.
Experimental details
Measurements were performed in two separate UHV systems. Scanning tunneling microscopy (STM), low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), core-level ultraviolet photoelectron spectroscopy (CLUPS) and angle-resolved photoelectron spectroscopy (ARPES) experiments were conducted in Omicron MULTIPROBE system. STM images were acquired in a constant-current mode with a mechanically cut PtIr tip after annealing in vacuum. ARPES measurements were conducted using VG Scienta R3000 electron analyzer and high-flux He discharge lamp with toroidal-grating monochromator as a light source. The in situ electronic resistivity measurements were performed with a UHV-4PP system, where a 4PP consisting of four copper wires with 100 µm diameter was attached to the STM head, where the sample and 4PP were cooled down to 0.8 K and a magnetic field up to 7 T was applied perpendicular to the surface. The sheet resistivity R sheet was obtained by the 4PP dc currentvoltage measurement, by using the dual configuration method to avoid data scattering due to the error in probe spacing. The apparatus was also equipped with reflection high-energy electron diffraction (RHEED) for sample characterization with deposition [49] .
Atomically-clean Si (1 1 1 ).
Results and discussion
Tl double layer formation Formation of the double-layer Tl phase takes place when Tl is deposited onto the Si(1 1 1)-× 1 1-Tl surface. In previous studies [32, 44] , the substrates were kept at ∼ 300°C during deposition of the second Tl layer. At such high temperature, Tl bilayer grew as just a local structure. Here we found that deposition at lower temperatures ranging from room temperature (RT) to about 200 °C is essential to fabricate the bilayer structure homogeneously on the entire surface as described below. The second Tl layer starts preferentially from the atomic steps and spreads over terraces with growing Tl coverage. In large-scale STM images it appears as bright regions ( figure 1(a) ). Interestingly, the apparent height of the double-layer phase almost coincides with that of the × 1 1-Tl phase on the upper terrace as illustrated in the inset in figure 1(a). In the middle-scale STM images, the double-layer Tl phase demonstrates a × 6 6 periodicity. High-resolution STM observations reveal that the periodic structure is associated with developing of the moiré pattern within the array which preserves basic × 1 1 periodicity (figure 1(c)). The double-layer × 6 6-Tl phase is completed when somewhat more than 1 ML Tl is added on the × 1 1-Tl surface. However, any Tl overdeposition (i.e. deposition of additional Tl onto the completed × 6 6-Tl phase) destabilizes the Tl second layer which disintegrates into 3D islands restoring the 1-ML × 1 1-Tl structure on the baring surface. Our STM results are consistent with those reported by Vitali et al [44] who picked up the locally formed Tl double-layer phase on Si(1 1 1) by STM/S and considered such kind of instability as a sign of its structural 'softness'.
The STM-derived conclusions on the growth and decay of the Tl double layer find a clear confirmation in the results obtained with the diffraction techniques, LEED and RHEED (figure 2), and electron spectroscopy techniques, CLUPS and ARPES (figure 3). In particular, × 6 6 extra-reflections appear in the LEED pattern around the main × 1 1 spots as a result of Tl deposition (figure 2(a)). Note that occurrence of the extra-spots only in the vicinity of the main spots is a typical sign of the incommensurate structures. The extra-reflections become most intense when the × 6 6-Tl double layer is completed and then they vanish with adding extra Tl ( figure 2(b) ). Since the × 1 1 LEED pattern reflects the three-fold symmetry of the Si(1 1 1) surface, three fundamental spots out of six are brighter than the other three ( figure 2(a) ). The bright spots appear to be the most sensitive to the completion of the double-layer × 6 6-Tl phase displaying the sharp minimum in their intensity as a function of Tl coverage in contrast to the less bright fundamental spots which show a shallow and broad minimum ( figure 2(b) ). RHEED results (figure 2(c)) are fully consistent with the LEED data. In addition, RHEED reveals formation of the 3D Tl islands after decay of the Tl double-layer phase. It should be noted, however, that some tailings of the × 6 6 structure remain as evidenced by the faint × 6 6 reflection remainders. Evolution of the surface electronic properties during structural transformations in the course of Tl deposition is reflected in the electron spectroscopy results. In particular, as shown in figure 3(a) , CLUPS reveals the 0.4 eV shift of Tl 5d peaks towards the lower binding energy upon the single-to-double layer transition after which Tl-to-Tl binding dominates over Tl-to-Si binding. When the double layer collapses after deposition of ∼3 ML Tl, the peaks become split, revealing coexistence of two types of Tl binding geometries, Tl-to-Tl and Tl-to-Si.
The ARPES data are presented in the form of the spectra along the Γ-K direction and Fermi surface maps as shown in figures 3(b) and (c). In agreement with the previously reported data [37] [38] [39] [40] [41] [42] [43] , the initial × 1 1-Tl surface shows up basically as a semiconductor if one does not take into account the shallow pockets around the K points whose electron filling is associated with extra Tl atoms on the × 1 1-Tl surface [39] in the form of specific surface defects [33] . With formation of the × 6 6 Tl double layer, a distinct metallic surface-state band develops. In the Fermi surface map, it shows up as the inner contour having a shape of a concave hexagon. This contour is apparently a result of folding the large, bright, and almost circular contour located in the second × 1 1 surface Brillouin zones (SBZs) into the first SBZ. There are also less distinct contours around the above mentioned one. But they are believed to be replica contours. They are not related to the real electron band structure of the Tl double layer, but result from interference of the ejected photoelectrons with the periodic potential of the moiré structure at the surface. The signs that these are replica bands are almost the same velocity of all the bands when crossing the Fermi level and absense of minigaps at the replicas crossing points. ARPES data on the overdeposition of Tl are in agreement with data of other techniques, namely, the surface displays the distinct features of the × 1 1-Tl surface and those of the × 6 6 structure remainders. This is in consistent with the previous reports by ARPES, suggesting its insulating band structure [37, 39, 40] . On the other hand, on the surface with the × 6 6-Tl, R sheet kept ca. 7.6 kΩ, well below the quantized resistance for electrons, h/e 2 = 25.8 Ω k ( figure 4(b) ). This indicates the metallic nature of the Tl double layer [22, 23] . One can see the most significant feature of this system, a superconducting transition below 1 K. The midpoint of resistance drop gives ∼ T c 0.96 K. The resistivity starts to decrease gradually below 4 K, which can be interpreted as an effect of amplitude fluctuations of the superconducting order parameter, and suggests strong two-dimensional nature of the present superconducting system. The following equations well reproduce this behavior as proved by the coincidence of the experimental data with the appropriate fitting curve shown by the black solid line in figure 4 (b).
Transport properties of Tl double layer
where σ AL is called Aslamazov-Larkin term, which describes the parallel conduction due to thermally excited Cooper pairs [50] . The last term σ ′ includes all possible components giving ln T behavior: weak (anti) localization and electron-electron interaction in the diffusion channel. From the numerical fitting, we obtained = ± T 0.804 0.001 c K and = ± α 0.170 0.003. Another important point in the transition due to fluctuations can be seen in the temperature range where the resistivity approaches zero with a 'tail'. The tail in the resistance drop can be explained in terms of Berezinskii-Kosterlitz-Thouless (BKT) transition ( figure 4(b) , inset), which realizes a zero resistance state driven by the binding of vortex-antivortex pairs, generated by phase fluctuations of the order parameter. To determine the BKT transition temperature, we used the Halperin-Nelson equation [51] , where b is material dependent parameter. This shows a squareroot-cusp behavior that originates from the energy dissipation due to the vortex flow above the BKT transition temperature. The successful numerical fitting shown by the black dashed line in the inset suggests strong two-dimensionality of the present system and gives a superconducting and BKT transition temperatures = ± T 1.0 0. Figures 5(a) and (b) show the sheet resistivities of × 6 6-Tl as a function of temperature measured at different values of perpendicular magnetic field. In particular, figure 5(a) represents the high-resistance region of 7.0-8.8 kΩ. Except for 1.00 T, each curve has onset of superconductivity where the sign of / R T d d changes from negative to positive (denoted by the black dotted line in figure 5(a) ). Raising of the magnetic field decreases the onsets and eventually, at the fields larger than 0.4 T, resistivity rises with decreasing temperature toward the lowest temperature, i.e. showing insulating behavior in the zero temperature limit. This suggests the presence of magnetic-field-induced SIT (B-SIT).
Furthermore, we found another phase transition in the superconducting side under finite magnetic field. As one can see in figure 5(b) , which focuses on the region below 8 kΩ, resistances drop gradually with cooling. This can be interpreted as the amplitude fluctuations, which affect superconducting properties even in the presence of magnetic field [53] . In this region,
, that is, the resistance drop is accelerated as lowering the temperature. Once across the boundary denoted by the black dotted line in figure 5(b) , however, 
U(B)
is the activation energy [54] . Figure 5(c) shows Arrhenius plot for fixed magnetic fields in semilog scale. Even though TAFF is widely observed in 2DSC, R(1/T ) curves of the the × 6 6-Tl deviate from ∝ R exp(1/T ). As we have seen above, amplitude fluctuations are dominant for higher temperatures. For lower temperatures, the resistance saturates to a level dependent on the magn etic field, thus indicating transition into the quantum metallic state.
A possible picture of the intermediate metallic state between the superconductor and insulator is the Bose metal (BM) [14, [55] [56] [57] [58] [59] . In the model, a 2D system of interacting bosons may form a gapless, nonsuperfluid state in the limit of zero temperature. It is argued that the uncondensed Cooper pairs and vortices cause the small resistance even under small finite field. A magnetic field is responsible for gauge fluctuations, which disrupt phase coherence and cause dissipation. The induced resistance which is proportional to the free (anti) vortices density n v as µ ∝ R R n Q v v . Here, µ v is vortex mobility. n v scales as
+ ξ is superfluidicity correlation length which diverges across the boundary of superconductor-BM transition with an exponent ν 0 , i.e.
( )
0 where B c0 is the critical field of the superconductor to BM state. As a result, resistivity across the field-tuned transition from superconductor to metallic state is described by [56] 
. T, suggesting that the system is in the metallic phase at 0.85 K even without magnetic field. This is reasonable since, under zero magnetic field, a zero-resistivity state survives below 0.8 K due to vortexantivortex generation as discussed above. While all of the characteristics suggest the presence of the Bose-metal-like intermediate state at low temper ature, the system undergoes usual SIT for higher temperature [56, 59] . The transition field of B-SIT (B c ) should appear as a crossing point of R − B curves measured at various temperatures [10, [60] [61] [62] [63] . kΩ is independent of the temperature. Close to the SI transition, i.e. at = B B c and T = 0, the linear response and the nonlinear response of the system are governed by the divergence of the correlation length ξ [53] . In the critical regime, the divergence of ξ is cut off by a length scale l T , which is determined by the temperature as
One can derive a scaling relation for R sheet with temperature and magnetic field near B c :
where ( )
is an arbitrary scaling function. Scaling of the zero bias resistance with T and B determines the product ν z . We plotted ( ) vacancies, defects and impurity atoms. The temperature dependence originates from the interplay of quenched disorder and thermal/quantum fluctuations. As seen in figure 1 , the superconducting double layer of Tl has not only atomic defects or steps, but also spatial fluctuations of coverage. The bare × 1 1 single Tl layer area is an insulator that should act as Josephson junction between areas of the superconducting × 6 6-Tl double layer. This structure is consistent with the situation where quantum Griffiths singularity occurs. However, it is hidden by strong thermal fluctuations because at the temperature range where the scaling equation (7) is applied, thermal fluctuations are dominant as seen in figure 5(b) . Thus, this region corresponds to the high-temperature phase of quenchdisordered system. Despite the presence of disorder, the high-temperature phase should be regarded as a clean system, where ν is determined by the Harris criterion. The Harris criterion suppresses ν as [67, 68] . R − T curves of the × 6 6-Tl under magnetic field are not consistent with this relation due to saturation of resistance at very low temperatures. In this sense, as described above, Bose metal is the most plausible picture to produce metallic state in the × 6 6-Tl double layer. A phase diagram of the present system is presented in figure 6(b) . The phase transition at high temper ature and field is described by usual scaling analysis of SIT. Its boundary is determined by the black dotted line in figure 5 (a) and shown as squares with guideline in figure 6(b) . However, the present system does not transfer directly into the pure superconducting state. First, Cooper pair formation is governed by thermal fluctuations, which generate the gradual decreasing of resistivity. Decreasing of resistivity is accelerated by mean-field superconductivity. However, global phase coherence is suppressed by gauge fluctuations. The system turns into quantum metallic state (the boundary is shown by the black dotted line in figure 5(b) and as circles with guideline in figure 6(b) ), where bosonic Cooper pairs are spatially confined by the localization length of randomly induced strong phase fluctuations. In other words, dissipation of unbinded vortex-antivortex pairs causes finite resistivity that survives even at zero-magnetic field. True superconductivity, namely, zero resistance state is achieved by binding of the vortex-antivortex pairs at T BKT according to BKT scenario. It should be noted that Dalidovich and Phillips pointed out that Bose metal state is a 'phase glass' where superconductor loses global phase coherence [57, 58] . Although vortex and phase glasses are not identical, there remains room for discussion about correlation of these two states.
Conclusion
Thallium adsorption on the Si(1 1 1)-× 1 1-Tl surface at ambient temperature results in the formation of 'soft' incommensurate × 6 6-Tl double-layer film on the entire surface of sample which has a metallic character in contrast to the single-layer × 1 1-Tl insulating surface. This finding of growth condition enables us to measure the resistance by four-point probe method. The × 6 6-Tl double layer exhibits superconducting transition at 0.96 K. The transition is broaden by amplitude and phase fluctuations of order parameter, which are described by Aslamazov-Larkin and Halperin-Nelson formulas, respectively. By applying perpendicular magnetic field, we found a magnetic field induced superconductor-insulator transition (SIT). At the hightemperature regime, the data show good agreement with the usual scaling law of SIT. Obtained small value of = ν z 0.2 implies that the present system is in the high-temperature phase of 2DSC with a quenched disorder. At the lower-temperature regime, we observed an intervening metallic state. Magnetoresistive measurement close to the lowest temperature suggests that the intermediate state is a Bose metal, generated by gauge fluctuations due to magnetic field. This is an extension of phase fluctuation effect without magnetic field, namely, BKT physics.
These superconducting characteristics strongly suggest the intrinsic two-dimensionality of the present system. This in return proves the advantage of epitaxially grown metallic overlayers on semiconductor surfaces as platforms to investigate 2DSC using surface analysing techniques. For example, further adsorption of various kinds of atoms/molecules, which creates disorder or career transfer, should modify 2DSC properties. Such local-structure-derived superconducting properties can be more directly investigated by ultralow-temper ature STM/S. This is promising to study not only the bosonic nature under magnetic field but also microscopic origin of superconductivity, e.g. pairing symmetry of Cooper pairs. Application of in-plane magnetic field to 2DSC is more interesting since orbital breaking of Cooper pairs is prohibited. Then, the upper critical field is determined by the paramagnetic effect, which is strongly affected by spin-orbit coupling. For instance, gate-induced 2DES in MoS 2 shows a huge upper critical field due to Cooper pair formation between spin-polarized valleys [69] . In this sence, a hybrid structure × 1 1-and × 6 6-Tl on Si (1 1 1) is promising since the former reconstruction has spin-polarized valleys and the latter can append superconductivity in it by proximity effect.
